ZINZINO

SUPPLEMENTARY PARTNER AGREEMENT
Global

Your Partner ID.:
TIN (Tax Identification Number)*:

ZINZINO CONDITIONS FOR GLOBAL
SUPPLEMENTARY PARTNER AGREEMENT 2020-12-15
I, as an independent partner (further “IP) of Zinzino, take full responsibility to report the commission that I receive/have
received from Zinzino to the required authorities according to the laws in my country. I state that I fully and voluntarily
oblige to pay all taxes and charges that apply to me as an independent partner in Zinzino in my country. I am also fully
aware that I as independent contractor have to register according to the rules of self-employment in my country.
I understand and agree with the fact that my contract with Zinzino is not an employment of any kind; I act as an individual,
independent partner. I will therefore not impose any demands on Zinzino other than the commission paid from Zinzino
under the current agreement as an independent partner. I understand and agree that Zinzino will not be responsible for
payments of tax, social security contributions and / or any other charges existing in my country on my behalf.
I am also fully aware that me being the IP have to register for any form of business or company entity when my received
commission exceeds 7,000 USD per calendar year. I am aware that Zinzino has the right to withhold payment of commissions in excess of 7,000 USD per calendar year if I fail to register as a business entity or neglect, upon request, to send
documentation to Zinzino that verifies my new business registration.

First name:
Last name:
Date:

Partner’s signature:

* TIN is used to identify taxpayers and facilitate the administration of their national tax affairs
- NB! You have to send in the document confirming your TIN to validate the supplementary agreement.
- Supplementary agreement is applicable only for Business Individuals and not for Companies.
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